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QUESTION: 50 
How can Application Profile data be migrated to another machine which has a separate instance 
of PRPC? (Choose one) 

A. Through the Microsoft Excel export capabilities 
B. It must be manually cut, copied, and pasted 
C. Using the Application Accelerator Packaging tool 
D. Using the Application Profile Packaging tool 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 51 

What is the easiest way to open an Application Profile that is in progress? (Choose one) 


A. List items in the APPLICATION PROFILE workbasket 
B. Use the menu options under File -> Open 
C. Open the profile by ID in the Find bar 
D. Look at the list in a tab on the Operator ID record 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 52 
Which Directly Capturing Objectives (DCO) tool allows you to draft the primary path of a 
starting flow? (Choose one) 

A. Automated Document generation 
B. Application Profile 
C. Application Accelerator 
D. Flow Generator 
E. None of the above  

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 53 
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When can an Application Profile be inserted into a project created with the Project Management 
Framework? (Choose one) 

A. At any time 
B. Only when transitioning from the Elaboration phase to Construction phase 
C. Only at the beginning of the project 
D. Only when transitioning from Inception phase to Elaboration phase 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 54 
Bugs can be associated with which of the following in the Project Management Framework 
(PMF)? (Choose one) 

A. Projects only 
B. Task Groups and Tasks 
C. Projects or Task Groups 
D. Projects, Task Groups, and Tasks 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 55 
How is connectivity established between a PRPC development environment and the Project 
Management Framework (PMF)? (Choose one) 

A. They are installed on the same instance, so no additional work is required to connect 
B. An environment variable is set up on the PMF instance pointing to development 
C. A system setting is configured on the development instance pointing to PMF 
D. None of the above  

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 56 
Which one of the following statements is true regarding the Project Management Framework 
(PMF)? (Choose one) 
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A. It should be installed on the PRPC system where development work is being done 
B. It can be customized exclusively through preference settings 
C. It is locked down when shipped and the processes cannot be customized by anyone other than 
Pegasystems resources 
D. It can be customized like any other framework to adjust user experience, process, or 
validation rules 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 57 
When importing an application profile into a Project Management Framework project, a user is 
given the option to import use cases as which of the following? (Choose one) 

A. Tasks or Task Groups 
B. Tasks, Task Groups, or Bugs 
C. Tasks only 
D. Task Groups only 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 58 

What is the primary navigation mechanism inside of the Project Management Framework (PMF) 

to view relationships between tasks? (Choose one) 


A. The Tree 
B. A user's worklist 
C. Referencing rules 
D. The project's workbasket 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 59 

Which of the following are benefits of using the Project Management Framework (PMF)?
 
(Choose one) 
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A. Use a single set of tools to develop, document, and report 
B. Improves the quality of your PRPC application 
C. Track and control assignments directly in the tool 
D. All of the above 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 60 

Which of the following are true statements regarding the Test Management Framework (TMF)?
 
(Choose two) 


A. TMF reduces implementation costs because it is a stand-alone product 
B. TMF reduces implementation costs because it leverages other Directly Capturing Objectives 
(DCO) capabilities 
C. TMF requires the use of Project Management Framework to accomplish tests within projects 
D. TMF can integrate with Project Management Framework or other bug tracking software 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 61 
What is the difference between a Test Management Framework (TMF) Scenario and a TMF 
Segment? (Choose one) 

A. A Segment is a specific path down a flow and is composed of Scenarios 
B. A Scenario is a specific path down a flow and is composed of one or more Segments  
C. Segments are sequenced to ensure they run in the correct order; Scenarios cannot be 
sequenced 
D. None of the above  

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 62 
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The import feature of the Application Accelerator deletes all currently existing requirements in 
the application accelerator work object and replaces them with those from an import. True or 
False 

A. True 
B. False 

Answer: A 
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